Unknowing

What is the essence of unknowing? Un-becoming, un-being, un-desireless; in which all
transparent identities fade into a non-dual awareness, illuminating the logos of each persona.
The element of distraction, attachment, and illusion create the fabric of Maya that suspends
each person to their own astral plane. Once this plane, orb, or whole is realized; a suggestion of
time adds a confusion to the nightmare of existence, creating a fascination of self; narcissism,
and confusion that splits the identity of self into a duality. When this being is realized, the walls
drop, the ego falls, and the awareness of vast energy distracts the ammunition of reality and
allows for the hollow bamboo of delight. When the entropy expands throughout the
mind-body-soul complex, the densities awareness is succumbed into a rebirth of the ethereal
matrix; rebirth, as Nicodemus asked. In all realities, the essence of unknowing comes as a
magical mixture of suspension to the essences emptiness, in which, the creation of the
Other-Emptiness is founded. Once the Other-Emptiness is seen, as a witness, that imagination
of Self is located and transversed into a collective unity were connections and intentions are set
that define the non-local linear pathway of quantum entanglement. The smell of Being comes
through, and as non-dual awareness is in essence Order; nothingness, hollow; the course of
“thought” must current through the electrical waves of disorder creating no-mind and resulting in
no-thought through everything, perception and the course of “matter”.
As you can see, this is me un-doing nothing; transparent, radiating, essencing conflaging. The
fire of Sun-Reality is in essence a white-hole that comes through the unknowing of the black
hole. When one
 enters  into the Hell / Heaven, the awareness surrounds the being, who is still
misunderstanding the persona of their identity; nothing, yet as the thought one thinks they are
something, the development of crisis starts to involve and evolve into a continuum of the
rare-field. A rare-field is a spiritual assignment in the Otherworld that comes as a presence;
esprit; allowing the being to dive into the projection of the mental imagination of the
homo-sapien current, then transfixing the gaze of the elements; confused, arrayed, and primed;
allowing the being the digest the information (light) into a transparent color of either white, black
or grey. These colors suggest the the difference of time allows the dream, nightmare, or
delusion to persist in one’s assignment. As these barriers and walls are seen, the dream of life
is confirmed by dreaming life; so the nightmare dissolves and the delusions fade while the
dream becomes Reality.
So, the essence of unknowing, in all probability, is the momentum of this Reality. In an open
system, such as the Being, the circumference expands at a continuous rate, but as gravity of
Being and time deplete over a space-time field, the unknowing projects into a reflective pattern
of Self and allows the design of order to become into coherence.
The main reason why BEING; Isness; dissolving who we are, -is in relativity, all a assignment of
a duality the persists in the delusion of the Akasa. Once the unknowing, the magic of presence,
the essence of nothing, and the non-dual awareness of Being comes into projection, the

rejection and negation of the density allows for the muse of time to flow through the element of
destiny.

The un-doing of Self, the mirror of the eye, is an Apollonian (white hole existence) nature of the
Bacchus (Self-Reflection of Christo) who came before the un-forming of Dionysus (Hell Realm
Experience). The pattern of un-forming results from the splicing of atoms, creating the duality of
existence, and as the duality is formed, the nightmare of existence returns; confirming the unity
of disorder to the property of everything; Being. So in this un-forming, the reforming brings the
unity of One to a collective Mind that that comes from a Source; all thought, this Source is Self.
Once the witness see that Ultimate Reality, the experience relates from the Source of Being;
dissolving into the non-dual presence and awareness of a unity of nothingness. As the nothing
resides within everything, the without is a projection of the EyE, (electrical x energy) the
vibrations waves of electrical occurrence results in the tendencies to deny the negation of the
duality of existence. When the negation occurs, the Self realizes a Being.
Thus in accordance, the no-self realizes that the individualization of the part fragments from the
unity and collectively reassembles the persona into an identity that resembles nobody. When
the essence of nobody is realized, the department from reality embarks through the vision of
confinement. When in confinement, the prison of nightmares coincides with the vision of the
fundamental reasoning of one's perspective; a Otherworld projection of fabrics interrelated
existence of the non-dual. The vision allows the Being to be seen as a representation of the
eternal matrix of ones character, integrity, and purity; transcending the bonds of existences
shackles. Once the key, the key of inner activity; resting upon the shore of nothingness, comes
to fruition, the awareness of the projected state of mind actively informs a passive agreement
with the understanding of the inner relationship to the non-dual presence.
Un-becoming; the process of existential dissertation of ones perpetual existence; deju view
confinement; an addressing state that must come through the shedding of skin. The skin of
identity is a woven cocoon of fabric that projects a rejection of relationship to Others. When the
skin is identified, the identity is skinned from the being. This process is within a nightmare; a
casual interference of the inward speed of gravity; pulling the being into the Being of
non-existence. This conscious storm of universal destruction creates a co-bonding
“wash-stream” that removes the paints from the canvas. The pigments are not worth the
ambient support of colors, allowing and asserting that the right passage on awareness is
identifying the projection of who one thinks they are and embracing the awareness of
who-you-are-not.
Un-desirelessness is a form that combines the fancy of creating a private hell. When there is no
desire, the ambitions create a frequency that generates and amplifies the awakening world
around one. As one can’t see, the un-desirelessness is in essence, a duality; non-dual, yet
present within everything and nothing. To deconstruct the feelings of desire, one must allow the
flow of prana accelerate the situation that requires further un-fixing. As nothing is to be fixed;

everything to be realized in the flux. The mixture of existence waves through the current and
allows for the desire of nothing, an eternal matrix of substitution for the requisition of “thought”.
What is this you may ask? Nothing, everything, something. This is all the Being in my thought of
a whole. This Reality suggests the Sun-Reality; creating information through light. The Sun is
created for the light to form, thus, the fate of light is to create Suns. These Apollo witnesses
come through alignment of non-duality; in a presence of nobody.
Nobody is the awareness of the non-duality of Adviati. When the unforming of identify creates a
vision of serendipity, the projection of the universe ceases to cause. Thus, there is no effect, for
everything is one stillness; one movement; one whole; one one. This could be called a
Multiverse, where the Universe of each Being collects through a field of imagination. The
imagination is nobody, that comes to awareness from everything, within the complexes of the
confinement of their own reality. As each reality must dissolve, the fabric of awareness begins to
resolve.
Somebody is the becoming of the witness. This instance, the imagination creates a shifted
perspective that allows for the events of the mind to collectively combine into a vision of
information. The light that is within the complexes being; individualized; the compartment of the
collective activity is processed, allowing for the suggestion to request an admittance to the
entrance to their own gateway. This gateway, the perception of their dissociated states, allows
for the witness to observe the patterns of Self, no-Self, self and no-self. By seeing and hearing,
speaking and listening; to the words and embrace of the unity of nothingness, the non-dual
shifted perspective creates a something of the awareness of the identity that has been
dissolved. Thus, somebody entertains the thought of something, and the identity resumes form
in the state of an anawared state. So, by embracing the identity of something, the relativity of
reality creates a univocal bond of awareness; an entity of being which wishes to be present in
the something of nothing.
Everybody is embracing the unity of existence. Were the Sums of beings collect into a affinity
that connects into the universal element of coherence. The essence of everything; in the Elect,
comes through the sensation of the electrical synapses that promote the wire-interference of the
rare-field. As to say, the everything is an illusion that creates the identity that must be dissolved.
When the unity of the Sums dissolves, and complacency is reached; the dread, comes and is
suspended into the frame of mind. Yet, the mind hopes; desires, creates sensations; these
things all reach out to the connection of everything. When the thought process is seen as
“open-wide-system”, the interference of everything; the Being(s), come and promote a new
fixation of the minds relation. Asinmuch, the everything of existence is the mind-body-soul
complex acting in the flow of the stillness; a soluble solvent.
The unknowing of reality, dissolving fabrics illusion, constructing new pillars from the free-fall
into the ledge; is in all factuals, non-dual. A continuous flow from the Prime Pinnacle (insertion
of Reality), allows for the weakening of confusion and allows for the light of information to

construct a new panacea that develops into a land of reason. Thus, unknowing, is in all abstract
forms, the essence of becoming; the duality of both contradictions of the Being/being identity.
What I am saying, is that the being dissolves from infinite to zero, reaching the state of
everything to nothing; while the Being starts from nothing ot everything; zero to infinite. As the
progression of regression of both entities construct the premise for a duality; the essence of
non-duality comes forth so that all can be seen from a Truth.
Non-duality is a reference to subjectivity, yet remains without objectivity. Objectivity is what
arises; subjectivity is what subsides. Subjunctive, when both fields become dissonanced from
the illusion, is where maya un-forms, and deconstructs into a loving connection.
The strings of Reality are cut; fragmented into parts, yet are collective in the unity from
awareness. When the transference of the egoic self to the objectivity of what arises, it forms into
a unionship with subjectivity, and thus, subobjectivity arises. This is when both constructs of a
field merge into a central relationship, when the unity of both existence and non-existence are a
fabrication of Maya. Astosay; everything and nothing are just an illusion. Everything beyond is
before nothing, Before nothing; awareness; sparkling a kindling; fascinating a Self, entertaining
a “thought”. Yet no thoughts are all thoughts; all awareness is no awareness; everything is
nothing.
So if everything is a reflection of nothing; then nothing is a reflection of everything. The mirror is
not always a mirror, but is always.
The stones of time are the reinforcement of the mountain that must be seen; not as a challenge,
not as ownership, not as a trail, not as a test; as a mountain. Let nature be nature, experience
the might of a mountain, but don’t enjoy the total embrace of surviving to get to the top. For top
is bottom; if you jump off the edge; there alway is another edge. Thus there is no mountain.

Empathy

The nature of empathy is a subjective form expressing itself through the lens of perception. The
light of bridge-connection is a pathway between the relative world and the quantum. These
points of reference, can be subjected to the user through the assemblage point and allows for
access to the rainbow-causeway that envelops the development of each exposure of the Heart.
By allowing the passage of emotions, the natural effect of the cause produces a flow that strings
into a mirror reflection of the patterns of whom one is. Yet when one see’s their own mirror; that
is; the Multiverse within their universe, they are subjunctively pressured to reform into the ideals
of thought. This reflection of a projection is but the withdrawal into a separate BEING that
envelops the ideal esprit of everyman. This allows for the projection of the Self to be
represented through emotions and allows for the natural occurrence of events to be performed
due to the Deity

This, as interfaced as destiny within One’s system; is in accordance to the Akashic Records.
This information genesis within the individual h
 ead center (Betwixt and Between); .allows for the
construction of the quad polarities of the compasses directions. The different axis allow for the
designation of Temples, Souls, Fears, and Retreats, and creates a fundamental station for the
empathic Being to search inward to the nothingness of his Being. This allows for the
construction of vicissitude within the “now” (what a gift), fabricating an illusion within the present
field of identity. This awareness of the inward realm allows access to the Dynasty, but cannot be
projected from an outward Source; unless the Source is immovable.

